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Abstract: A constant and homogenous temperature control of Li-ion batteries is essential for a good
performance, a safe operation, and a low aging rate. Especially when operating a battery with
high loads in dense battery systems, a cooling system is required to keep the cell in a controlled
temperature range. Therefore, an existing battery module is set up with a water-based liquid cooling
system with aluminum cooling plates. A finite-element simulation is used to optimize the design and
arrangement of the cooling plates regarding power consumption, cooling efficiency, and temperature
homogeneity. The heat generation of an operating Li-ion battery is described by the lumped battery
model, which is integrated into COMSOL Multiphysics. As the results show, a small set of non-
destructively determined parameters of the lumped battery model is sufficient to estimate heat
generation. The simulated temperature distribution within the battery pack confirmed adequate
cooling and good temperature homogeneity as measured by an integrated temperature sensor array.
Furthermore, the simulation reveals sufficient cooling of the batteries by using only one cooling plate
per two pouch cells while continuously discharging at up to 3 C.

Keywords: Li-ion battery pack; water-cooled battery system; cooling plate; lumped battery model;
temperature measurement

1. Introduction

A high energy and power density, a high efficiency, and a long cycle lifetime make
Li-ion batteries the predominating electrochemical energy storage for various applications.
The ongoing research on new materials for Li-ion batteries is continuously improving these
properties. In recent years, an increasing amount of graphite could be replaced by Si in
the anode by suppressing large volume changes while benefiting from the much higher
specific capacity of pure Si [1,2]. On the cathode side, especially, higher energy contents are
realized by increasing the Ni content to more than 80% in mixtures with Mn and Co (NMC)
or Co and Al (NCA) in layered transition metal oxides [3,4]. Simultaneously, cathode
materials, such as LiMnxFe1−xPO4 (LMFP) are developed, combining high safety and slow
degradation of LiFePO4 (LFP) and high specific energy of LiMnPO4 [5].

Depending on the application and the associated requirements, different materials are
favored. For automotive and stationary applications, a long cycle life and high safety are
the most important requirements [6,7]. Apart from the wide range of ambient temperatures,
high charging rates are the main challenges for automotive applications, e.g., in electrical ve-
hicles [8]. A well-known application of stationary battery systems is stabilizing the electric
grid for compensating weather-related fluctuations of wind or solar power [9]. Stationary
energy storage systems based on second-life applications of Li-ion batteries previously
used in mobile applications could help to reduce the cost of expensive Li-ion batteries and
save valuable lithium reserves [10–13]. Depending on the first-life aging conditions, the
safety properties can be drastically decreased, demanding careful treatment [14].
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A strict voltage and temperature range must be maintained to ensure the safe and
efficient operation of a Li-ion battery with slow performance degradation [15,16]. Addi-
tional factors, such as cell chemistry or charge and discharge rates, can greatly influence
battery degradation and safety behavior [17–19]. A typical cycle lifetime is in the range
of 2000 cycles for gentle battery operation [20]. The capacity fade of a battery induced
by different aging mechanisms is quantified by the state of health (SOH). It is defined by
the quotient of the current battery capacity after a certain number of charge/discharge
cycles and the battery capacity of the first cycle. Several factors, such as limiting the cycling
voltage range to a narrow window at a medium state of charge (SOC), can significantly
increase the battery lifetime [21].

Moreover, for typical Li-ion batteries, operating temperatures of approximately 25 ◦C
lead to the lowest aging rate [22]. As schematically shown in Figure 1, the capacity
fade increases with temperature due to an accelerated growth of the solid electrolyte
interface (SEI) [22]. Hence, a typical end-of-life criterion of 80% SOH is reached much
faster. As experimental data from Waldmann et al. (cylindrical cells with graphite anode
and LixNi1/3Mn1/3Co1/3O2/LiyMn2O4 cathode) show, the capacity fade increased by
more than 25% at 50 ◦C and almost twice as high at 60 ◦C compared to 25 ◦C [22]. At
temperatures typically below 25 ◦C, Li plating becomes favorable, also leading to strong
capacity fading and lowered battery safety [14]. The exact optimum temperature of a Li-ion
battery depends on multiple factors, such as cell chemistry and cell type (i.e., cylindrical
cell, pouch cell, or prismatic cell), electrode thickness, and cycling rate [18,23]. While slight
deviations from the optimum temperature are tolerable, more significant variations must
be prevented [24].
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Figure 1. Simplified capacity fade of a typical Li-ion battery vs. number of cycles for different
operating temperatures.

Different additives for the liquid electrolyte can improve the performance and thermal
stability of Li-ion batteries at elevated temperatures [25]. Additives, such as vinylene car-
bonate (VC), trimethylene sulfate (TMS), propane sulfone (PS), and many others affect the
SEI in such a way that it either creates a thinner or more robust film [26–29]. Nevertheless,
such electrolyte additives can have undesired side effects, such as reduced performance at
low temperatures [26]. A totally different approach under current research is the shielding
of the electrolyte inside silicide nanowires as anode material to prohibit the formation of an
SEI, leading to excellent cycle lives even at high loads [30].

The most common way to improve the battery cycle life by adjusting the temperature
to an optimum is by adding a thermal management system to the battery pack. Even if the
average battery temperature has greater relevance concerning battery aging than temper-
ature gradients [31], active tempering can help to reduce natural temperature gradients
within an operated battery and between different batteries in a pack. An inhomogeneous
temperature distribution leads to irregular degradation and unbalancing, resulting in a
reduced battery pack performance [32,33]. Typically, a maximum allowed temperature
gradient over the battery of 5 K is defined [34].

For many applications, such as stationary energy storage systems at comfortable
ambient temperatures, a battery thermal management system only needs to remove the
heat generated while operating. Hence, the thermal management system can be equated
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with a cooling system. Other than standard operation cooling, the cooling system should
suppress overheating in case of a battery failure and thereby prohibit propagation to other
cells by an efficient emergency cooling [35]. Especially due to the safety concerns, the
additional costs for a thermal management system are indispensable. An extended lifetime
of optimally tempered batteries further puts the costs for a thermal management system
into perspective and is a simple approach to more sustainability.

With the increased usage of Li-ion batteries, especially in the last two decades, different
safety and cooling systems have been developed or adapted to battery systems. The four
most common cooling systems listed with increasing complexity and cooling efficiency are
passive fin cooling, forced air cooling, and direct and indirect liquid cooling [36]. Especially
in densely packed battery packs operated with high loads, liquid cooling systems are more
efficient than air cooling systems, i.e., they have a lower parasitic power consumption [32].
In addition to these cooling systems, alternatives based on heat pipes [37,38], boiling
cooling [39], or phase change materials [40–42] have been investigated.

Different approaches optimizing the design of cooling plates concerning competing
factors, such as parasitic power consumption, size, weight, cooling efficiency, and temper-
ature homogeneity, have been created by simulations [43–47]. This work developed an
optimized cooling plate design based on these previous works. A fluid flow simulation of
the cooling plate is combined with a thermal simulation of the battery to size and further
optimize the system. The modular design of the battery system components starting at
the cell level enables an easy adaptation to different applications and upscaling to larger
systems. The cooling plates can also be used as heating plates, which is especially nec-
essary for automotive applications in cold ambient temperatures at the start. Hence, the
spectrum of possible applications of the cooling plates is enlarged and correlated with a
high industrial interest (see patents [48–51]).

A well-established and high-performing model to describe a Li-ion battery is based on
the porous electrode theory [52] and was later expanded by Doyle and Newman [53]. The
crux of this model is the required detailed knowledge of the internal battery structure and
material properties, which are in practice often unknown and great efforts must be put into
determining them. Therefore, the simplified lumped battery model homogenizes the whole
battery cell. Hence, only a small set of parameters is needed to model the battery, which
thermal and electrical measurements can non-destructively determine. Even if the lumped
battery model cannot describe the inhomogeneous heating of the cell itself, it can consider
the actual temperature distribution over the battery, which can change while operating.
This is especially important because the total heat generation is strongly influenced by
temperature [54].

Based on the simulative results, aluminum cooling plates were manufactured and
integrated into a previously developed battery module. For the experimental validation of
the simulation and, with it, the functionality of the cooling system, an integrated tempera-
ture sensor array with associated measurement electronic is developed. By measuring the
temperature distribution within an operated battery pack with this sensor array, also errors
in the setup can be disclosed. Finally, an extended evaluation of the water-cooled battery
system can be performed by comparing experimental and simulative results.

2. Simulative Methods

The simulation of the battery pack is divided into two parts. First, the battery is elec-
trochemically modeled to further calculate the heating rate. Based on the heat dissipation
of the batteries, the necessary cooling power can be determined. Secondly, a fluid flow
simulation of the cooling unit improves cooling efficiency and temperature distribution.

2.1. The Lumped Battery Model

The lumped battery model, used for electrochemical and thermal modeling of the
Li-ion battery, is fully implemented in COMSOL Multiphysics. The generated heat is
calculated as a function of battery temperature, SOC, and applied current. Therefore, a
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reduced set of parameters, including battery capacity, open-circuit-voltage (OCV) curve
at a reference temperature, its temperature derivation, and voltage losses due to Ohmic
resistance, charge transfer, and diffusion, are needed. These parameters can be directly or
indirectly determined by a nondestructive, electrochemical characterization of the battery.

The temperature-dependent OCV over SOC-curve can be determined with the OCV-
curve at reference temperature Tref and the linear temperature derivation is given by:

UOCV(T, SOC) = UOCV(Tref, SOC) + (T − Tref) ·
dUOCV(T, SOC)

dT
. (1)

This theoretic cell potential is always related to a thermodynamic equilibrium. As soon
as a current I flows through the battery, a nonequilibrium is reached resulting in a deviation
of the actual cell potential Ucell from the equilibrium potential UOCV. The overpotential η
can be expressed as:

η = Ucell − UOCV = ηOhm + ηact + ηconc. (2)

This shows the single contributions to the overpotential due to the Ohmic overpotential
ηOhm, the activation overpotential ηact, and concentration overpotential ηconc. The Ohmic
overpotential is related to the internal resistance Ri by:

ηOhm = Ri · I = ηOhm,1C · I
I1C

. (3)

For generalization, one typically uses the Ohmic overpotential ηOhm,1C, which is
normalized to a current of 1 C.

The activation overpotential as a function of the current follows from the Butler–
Volmer equation at temperature T with Faraday’s constant F and gas constant R. For Li-ion
batteries, the number of involved electrons is z = 1. Considering the symmetry of anode
and cathode, the dimensionless charge transfer factor in the Butler–Volmer equation can be
set to αa = αc = 1/2 for anode and cathode, where αa + αc = 1 is satisfied. The simplified
equation, solved for the activation overpotential, is then given by [55]:

ηact =
2RT

F
· arsinh

(
I

2J0 I1C

)
. (4)

J0 is a dimensionless exchange current.
The concentration overpotential results from finite transport rates into the particles,

described by a particle-diffusion model. The corresponding time constant τ determines the
relaxation time of the battery to return to the OCV. The relaxation time strongly depends
on the amount of the previously applied current. A more detailed description is given by
Ekström et al. [55].

Further effects influencing the cell voltage, such as a current-dependent hysteresis of
the OCV curve or aging effects, are not further considered to keep the model’s simplicity.

The most comfortable way to determine the dedicated parameters of the overpotentials
ηOhm,1C, J0, and τ is fitting a dynamic load curve defined by an applied current with the
lumped battery model. Therefore, an optimization algorithm in COMSOL is used for
continuously varying the parameters. The algorithm thereby minimizes the difference
between measured and calculated voltage as a function of the applied current.

Knowing these parameters and the overpotentials allows us to calculate the battery
voltage with Equation (2). Furthermore, the voltage drop, due to the Ohmic and activation
overpotential is directly connected with the irreversibly generated heat of the battery by
the current. An additional contribution to the irreversible heat generation is given by the
mixing heat

.
Qmix. The mixing heat is directly related to the concentration overpotential
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taking local SOC distributions into account. Further considering the contribution of the
reversible heat

.
Qrev, the heat generation

.
Q of the battery can be calculated by [56]:

.
Q =

.
Qohm +

.
Qact +

.
Qmix +

.
Qrev = (ηOhm + ηact) · I +

.
Qmix − T · I · dUOCV

dT
. (5)

If this amount of heat cannot be removed from the battery, the battery heats up. The
temperature rise depends thereby on the batteries heat capacity.

2.2. Water-Cooled Battery System

The lumped battery model is extended to three dimensions for the water-cooled battery
system simulation. Furthermore, a heat transfer and nonisothermal fluid flow finite-element
simulation are added to the system model. Therefore, different heat conductivities for all
directions are considered. The heat generation is calculated for each volume element of the
battery within the finite-element simulation, taking the local temperature into account.

The ideal cooling power
.

Q of an active cooling system can be determined by:

.
Q = cp

.
m ∆T = ρ cp

.
V ∆T. (6)

Hence, in a cooling fluid with heat capacity cp, and mass density ρ, the cooling power

depends on mass flow rate
.

m or volume
.

V flow rate, and the temperature difference ∆T
between fluid inlet and outlet. For a given heat output that needs to be removed, the
temperature difference and the temperature gradient within the battery can be set up by
the volume flow rate. Minimum temperature gradients over the battery require a high flow
rate resulting in a trade-off between the cooling system requirements and parasitic power
consumption. The pumping power P linearly increases with volume flow rate by:

P = ∆p ·
.

V. (7)

The pressure drop ∆p is defined by the pressure difference from the fluid inlet to the
fluid outlet within the considered system.

Since the expected flow rates are comparably low, a laminar stream is sufficient for
describing the stream. The examination of the velocity distribution of the fluid in the
cooling plate is a simple way to evaluate the temperature distribution. The fluid stream
must be consistent in all parts of the cooling plate for a uniform temperature distribution.
Therefore, the cooling plate’s internal structure is modified so that all parts and subchannels
are equally streamed. An optimized design can be found by evaluating the stream velocity
or temperature distribution’s standard deviation.

3. Experimental Battery Characterization

For a precise simulation of the battery system, different properties, including electrical
and thermal characteristics of the batteries, must be known. Therefore, a pouch cell
used to build up the battery system is characterized. The pouch cell (Litacell LC-44 from
LITARION) has a NMC cathode and a graphite anode. Its nominal capacity is 44 Ah
within a voltage range of (3.0–4.2) V. The battery weighs 990 g and has dimensions of
155 mm × 249 mm × 12 mm (width × height × thickness).

3.1. Electrochemical Characterization

The electrochemical characterization of the pouch cell is performed with a bidirectional
power supply SM500-CP-90 (DELTA Electronika) used for charging and discharging. A
LabVIEW program is used to control the power supply and data tracking.

To determine the OCV curve with minimal hysteresis influence, the battery is charged
and discharged with short current pulses [57]. Each pulse has a duration of 144 s and,
therefore, a SOC-variation of a maximum of 2% if the current is limited to a rate of C/2 and
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voltage to the specified voltage range. The rest time between two pulses was chosen to be
one hour, sufficient to almost complete the relaxation period [58].

Moreover, a load profile defined by a current with different current steps, step times,
and relaxation times is applied to the battery. Thereby, the voltage of the battery is measured.
The load profile with a total time of 1300 s and step times between 1 s and 12 s dynamically
varies within a current range of ±1 C (±44 A). The same load profile is used as input to
the optimization study of the lumped battery model. Therewith, the key parameters of the
overpotentials were determined to be ηOhm,1C = 0.0231 V, J0 = 0.6361, and τ = 1276.9 s.
The standard deviation for the optimization of the voltage is 5.5 mV. A significant factor
contributing to this deviation is the sampling interval of 250 ms, especially in fast-changing
current profiles being too slow to detect fast voltage changes.

The temperature derivation of the OCV-curve is determined at several SOC values.
Therefore, a fully discharged battery at the reference temperature of 25 ◦C is charged until
the desired SOC with a subsequent relaxation phase of 4 h. Afterward, the battery is
electrically disconnected and cooled down to 5 ◦C in a climate chamber. The voltage is
measured when the temperature reaches a steady state, and the temperature is increased
by 10 K in the next step. This procedure of thermal relaxation, voltage measurement, and
further temperature increase is repeated up to a temperature of 45 ◦C. Next, the battery is
charged to a new SOC, and the whole procedure is repeated. The decreasing trend of the
voltage with increasing temperature can be seen in Figure 2a for different SOC values. To
better compare different voltages at various SOC, the voltages are related to their value at
the lower temperature limit.
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Figure 2. SOC-dependent voltage variation with temperature: (a) battery voltage as a function of
temperature related to the voltage at T ≈ 5 ◦C for selected SOC values with corresponding linear
fits. (b) Slopes of the linearized voltage variation with temperature depending on the SOC. A line is
drawn to guide the eye.

Plett [59] states a linear relationship between voltage and temperature. This is verified
for the considered temperature range by the data points shown in Figure 2a. Therefore, the
data points are fitted linearly. The slopes of these fits are plotted versus SOC in Figure 2b.
This curve is characteristic of each battery type [59]. Interestingly, the temperature deriva-
tion of the voltage is for all SOC negative. Most curves in the literature show a similar SOC
dependence but with an offset leading to positive voltage variations with temperature in
the medium SOC range [59–61]. Since dU/dT is directly related to the reversible heat gen-
eration while cycling the battery, the result could be confirmed by comparing the generated
heat while charging and discharging.
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3.2. Thermal Characterization

The transversal thermal conductivity is the main limiting factor for cooling the pouch
cells at the plane sides. Therefore, the cooled battery simulation demands a precise knowl-
edge of the transversal thermal conductivity. For the lateral thermal conductivity, a litera-
ture value of 35 W/mK is further used [62,63]. Anyway, for an improved description of
the in-plane temperature nonuniformity, all layers of the pouch cell should be measured
separately [64], which does not satisfy the simple model in this work.

By applying Fourier’s law, the transversal thermal conductivity of the pouch cell is
determined. As shown in Figure 3, the pouch cell and reference material are placed between
a cooling and a heating plate, providing a constant temperature of approx. 20 ◦C and 70 ◦C,
respectively. If the reference material and pouch cell areas are the same, the heat flow from
warm to cold plate is conserved. A heat-conducting foil is placed between the layers in the
setup to obtain good thermal contact. For a thermal conductivity of the reference material
λref with thickness dref, the heat flux could be calculated by the temperature difference
∆Tref = T4 − T3 between the upper and lower side. Further measuring of the temperature
difference ∆T = T2 − T1 through the pouch cell of thickness d, the transversal thermal
conductivity λ can be determined in equilibrium state by:

λ = λref ·
∆Tref
dref

· d
∆T

. (8)
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Figure 3. Experimental setup to determine the transversal thermal conductivity of a pouch cell under
application of Fourier’s law. Temperatures are measured at positions 1–4.

The determined transversal thermal conductivity of the Litarion pouch cells is (1.89 ± 0.07)
W/mK. Maleki et al. determined slightly smaller values for different pouch cells in the
range of (1.19–1.63) W/mK by the xenon flash technique [63].

The effective specific heat capacity of the cell was determined in an EV accelerating rate
calorimeter (ARC) from Thermal Hazard Technology combined with a power-controlled
heater foil. As shown in the schematic drawing in Figure 4, the calorimeter chamber with a
diameter of 25 cm and a height of 50 cm has one heater and one thermocouple located in
the lid and bottom, and two heaters and thermocouples (all type N) in the sidewall.
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The heaters work until they reach the required temperatures, depending on the mea-
surement conditions and modes. Another type N thermocouple is attached to the middle
of the front surface of the cell, which is the primary or so-called bomb thermocouple that
controls the calorimeter temperature. Here, the adiabatic mode is used. In this mode, the
heaters immediately follow any increase in the surface temperature of the cell, thus, the cell
cannot transfer heat to the surrounding walls. By applying a certain current and voltage to
the foil over a defined period [t1, t2], the total supplied heat

∆Q =
∫ t2

t1

U·I dt (9)

is known.
A “sandwich” layout (Figure 5) was used, where the heater foil (an area smaller than

the cell surface area) was placed tightly between two cells so that all heat generated by
the foil is transferred by conduction to the two cells. The maximum current and voltage
applied to the heater foil are adjusted to achieve a constant heating rate of ca. 0.3 K/min.
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Figure 5. Sandwich setup used inside the EV ARC for the heat capacity determination. A heater foil
is placed between two pouch cells.

The temperature change of the two cells under adiabatic conditions, ∆Tad, was mea-
sured in the ARC and the corresponding heat transferred from the heater foil to the cells
is:

∆Q = cp·m·∆Tad. (10)

From this equation, using the known mass m of the cell, the heat capacity can be
determined as a function of temperature in the range between 28 ◦C and 60 ◦C by:

cp =
∆Q

m·∆Tad
=

∫ t2
t1

U·I dt

m·∆Tad
. (11)

The average results from four measurements are shown in Figure 6. It can be seen that
the specific heat capacity increases from 1.15 kJ/(kgK) to 1.33 kJ/(kgK) in that temperature
range.
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Figure 6. Specific heat capacity as a function of temperature in the range between 28 ◦C and 60 ◦C
from four measurements (different symbols) with linear fit (black line).

4. Simulative Results
4.1. Electrochemical and Thermal Behavior of a Single Battery

With the previously determined electrochemical parameters of the battery, the electro-
chemical and thermal model of the battery can be set up. For a better understanding of the
total heat generation of the battery, the single heat contributions are discussed first.

The single contributions to the heat generation are shown in Figure 7a for charging
and discharging the battery at 1 C. Note that the heat generation due to the Ohmic and
activation overpotential is independent of SOC, only depending on the amount of the
current. It is therefore, equal to charging and discharging. The substantial increase in the
mixing heat at the end of charging and especially at the end of discharging reveals the
limitations of the lumped battery model. Due to finite diffusion time constants τ, the SOC
at the particle surface is already zero in case of discharging. At the same time, the average
SOC is still more significant than zero leading to theoretically negative SOC and vice versa
for charging. As the definition of the reversible heat contribution states, the generated
heat is just the opposite for charging and discharging. The SOC dependency is due to
Equation (5), governed by the temperature derivation of the voltage shown in Figure 2b.
Especially when operating the battery at low current rates, the contribution of reversible
heat generation can even exceed the contribution of irreversible heat generation [65].
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In addition to the dependency of the heat generation from SOC and relaxation state
in highly dynamic loads, the applied current has the greatest influence on the amount of
generated heat. Therefore, the heat generation is calculated for continuous charging and
discharging at different current rates (C/2, 1 C, 2 C, and 3 C). As shown in Figure 7b, the
generated heat increases dramatically with C-rate due to a non-linear current dependency
of the overpotentials. The enormously increased concentration overpotential for higher
applied currents leads to the previously mentioned modeling problems for a negative
particle surface SOC at earlier stages.

Considering the temperature dependent heat capacity of the battery, in an adiabatic
system, the battery temperature would be raised approximately 18.6 K and 26.7 K after
discharging with 1 C and 2 C, respectively. Further considering that the discharge time at a
rate of 2 C is only half that for 1 C, illustrates once more the necessity for cooling batteries
operated with high loads.

4.2. Thermal Behavior of a Water-Cooled Battery Pack

Based on a known, especially current dependent battery heat generation, the cooling
system could now be designed considering the critical parameters of cooling efficiency,
cooling homogeneity, and system pressure drop. Therefore, different designs and design
parameters of cooling plates were evaluated.

Excellent thermal coupling of the batteries to the coolant flow is ensured by choosing
aluminum for the cooling plates. Hence, as the finite-element simulation shows, the cooling
efficiency is quite suitable for all cooling plate designs.

A design based on parallel fluid channels is favored in the tradeoff between a ho-
mogenous flow through the cooling plate and a low pressure drop. A meander-shaped
cooling channel design provides a similar temperature distribution but correlates with a
higher pressure drop and, therefore, is less preferable. A vertical shift of the walls inside
the cooling plate separating the single channels improves the fluid flow by equalizing the
flow rate through each channel.

As the simulated velocity distribution in Figure 8a reveals, for a low flow rate of
0.1 L/min, all fluid channels in the improved parallel design have almost the same stream
velocity. Therefore, a homogenous cooling in all parts of the cooling plate is secured. In
the case of high flow rates (e.g., 1.0 L/min in Figure 8b), the channels’ flow was inconsis-
tent. This inconsistent velocity distribution is directly coupled to the non-homogenous
temperature distribution in Figure 8c on top of the cooling plate after discharging at 3 C.
Especially in the lower-left corner, insufficient cooling was obtained. However, considering
the absolute temperature difference of less than 2 K over the cooling plate, these cooling
plates are suitable even for high flow rates in combination with high cooling requirements.

A homogenous temperature distribution of the cooling plate is an essential require-
ment for a homogenous battery temperature distribution. To complete the water-cooled
battery model, batteries are added in the next step. For simplicity, one unit of two batteries
and one cooling plate is further considered instead of the whole battery pack.

At medium loads of the batteries, such as discharging with 1 C, a low flow rate of
0.1 L/min through the cooling plates is sufficient to obtain excellent and homogenous
cooling. This is shown by the simulated temperature distribution in Figure 9a, where the
maximum temperature difference over the battery is less than 1 K.
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Figure 8. Simulation of velocity and temperature distribution of a cooling plate (fluid inlet at top left
and outlet at bottom right): (a) velocity distribution for a low flow rate of 0.1 L/min, (b) velocity
distribution for a high flow rate of 1 L/min, and (c) temperature distribution for 1 L/min and 20 ◦C
water inlet temperature after discharging with 3 C.
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Figure 9. Simulated heat distribution in a unit of two pouch cells (rectangular block on top and
bottom) and one cooling plate. Through the inlet (blue arrow) flows water into the cooling plate at an
ambient temperature of 20 ◦C. (a) After discharging with 1 C and flow rate of 0.1 L/min and after
discharging with 3 C at flow rate of (b) 0.1 L/min and (c) 0.5 L/min.

The simulated temperature distribution of the cooling system for a high load (discharg-
ing with 3 C) with same flow rate of 0.1 L/min is shown in Figure 9b. There, a maximum
temperature rise of 9 K over the battery is obtained, highlighing an insufficient cooling. As
shown in Figure 9c, sufficient cooling power to obtain a maximum temperature difference
of less than 5 K over the battery after discharging at 3 C can be obtained by increasing the
flow rate to 0.5 L/min. There, the temperature difference in plane is approxiamtely 1 K,
while the through-plane temperature difference is approximately 4 K. Thus, it is sufficient
to cool only one side of the pouch cell. Nevertheless, especially for high loads cooling one
or two sides of the pouch cells is a trade-off between simpliefied cooling system and more
gentle battery operation by smaller temperature gradients.

Generally, for higher battery loads with much stronger cooling requirements, the
limiting factor for homogenous cooling of pouch cells seems to be the low transversal
thermal conductivity of the pouch cell. Thereby, the generated heat could not be transported
fast enough from the uncooled to the cooled side of the battery. Hence, a large temperature
gradient will develop through the battery, potentially exceeding the previously defined
maximum temperature difference within the battery of 5 K. As further calculations show,
even an increase in the cooling power, providing a low temperature on one battery-cooling
plate interface, would have no significant effect on the maximum temperature difference.
But vice versa if one would allow a temperature difference of 7 K over the battery, for
discharging with 3 C (similar to Figure 9b), a flow rate of 0.2 L/min would be sufficient. By
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allowing higher temperature gradients over the battery, the cooling system can still keep a
fine average temperature.

5. Setup and Experimental Validation of the Water-Cooled Battery System
5.1. Setup of the Battery System

Based on the results of the simulated cooling plates, a complete battery module as
part of a battery system is set up. The battery system includes up to twelve electrically
connected battery modules. Each battery module (see Figure 10) consists of twelve serially
connected pouch cells from LITARION (for details see above). A battery management
system (BMS) is placed on top of the batteries. It measures relevant battery and cell data,
such as current, cell and module voltage, and temperature. Hence, the BMS ensures a
safe battery operation and covers all battery modules. Furthermore, the BMS sets up the
communication for a battery system, compromising multiple battery modules and the
power electronic converter. Details of the BMS are described by Bischof [66].
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Figure 10. Photo of the battery module with the integrated cooling system. On top of the batteries in
the middle part is the BMS placed. The power electronics is mounted directly below the BMS and on
the left-hand side of the box. On the right-hand side pump, fans, and the cooling system radiator are
placed.

A further task of the BMS is controlling the cooling unit, which can be seen in Figure 10
on the right-hand side. The cooling system comprises parts from commercially avail-
able water-cooling systems for computers. The fluid pump has a maximum flow rate of
5.7 L/min and the two fans based on a radiator have a maximum air flow rate of 164 m3/h
each. The pump and fans are continuously varied by a pulse-width modulated (PWM)
signal. In the cooling circuit, a manometer, a thermometer, and a flowmeter are integrated,
providing data to the BMS to control the pumping power. The pumping and fan power
define the cooling power. A simple proportional controller using the actual and desired
temperature difference determines the cooling capacity. This ensures finding a steady state
cooling power with continuous operation to minimize the system’s and batteries’ stress
due to temperature changes. Furthermore, there is a maximum and minimum temperature
at which cooling is deactivated or running at full power.

For the heat removal from the batteries, thin aluminum cooling plates are placed
between every second battery (see Figure 11a) so that one side of each battery is cooled.
Aluminum was chosen due to its low weight, good thermal conductivity, and machinability.
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On top of these cooling plates are isolating plastic frames with aluminum current collectors
that are mounted to connect the cells electrically. Figure 11b shows a unit of such a cooling
plate with a pouch cell on both sides. A threaded rod through all the cooling plates is
used to clamp the batteries between the cooling plates. A heat-conducting foil (THORA
H400 Thermal Pad) with 0.5 mm thickness and 4 W/mK thermal conductivity is used to
create good thermal contact between the cooling plate and the battery. Additionally, the
foil compensates for small bumps at the interface.
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Figure 11. Setup of the battery block with cooling plates: (a) battery block with twelve pouch cells
in between of six cooling plates. (b) Unit of a cooling plate with one pouch cell on both sides.
(c) Exploded drawing of the cooling plate. Green arrows mark the different displacements of the
internal walls.

The cooling plates are manufactured from a 2 mm aluminum plate on which a 1 mm
thick fluid channel structure is milled. Based on the previous simulations, a design with
parallel fluid channels was preferred for the internal structure. The parallel fluid channel
design consists of an inlet and outlet channel on the upper and lower parts of the cooling
plate. The fluid inlet and outlet themselves are placed on the upper left and lower right,
respectively. Separate blocks of 15 mm high on the downside of the cooling plate connect
the internal channels with an external connector (see Figure 11b). The cooling plate is
divided into five parallel channels by interior walls to further guide the fluid from inlet
to outlet. A displacement of the interior walls along their axis improves the homogeneity
of the fluid flow through the parallel channels. As shown in Figure 11c, the displacement
increases from the outlet to the inlet side.

The top of the cooling plate is sealed with a 1 mm aluminum cover plate. In the first
step, this plate was glued together with the plate with the channel structure. Therefore, a
structural adhesive (DELO Monopox 1197) was deposited by screen printing on the cover
plate. After curing, inlet and outlet blocks were glued on the lower side of the cooling plate
in a second screen printing step.

Standard 1/8” quick connectors with an appropriate hose link all parts of the cooling
circuit. The cooling plates are connected in parallel to achieve an equal inlet temperature
and thus homogenous cooling power of all batteries.

The total 4-mm thick cooling plate with heat-conducting foil enhances the thickness of
the battery stack by 14%. However, considering the otherwise necessary gaps of at least
5 mm between the batteries for sufficient passive air cooling decreases the stack thickness
and, in addition to that, the volumetric energy density by 18%. The gravimetric energy
density of the stack is lowered by approximately 20%.
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5.2. Temperature Measurement

An integrated temperature measurement system is necessary to test the cooling sys-
tem’s functionality. An array of temperature sensors can reveal undesired temperature
differences across the pouch cell. The temperature sensors should be placed between two
pouch cells or a pouch cell and a cooling plate without strongly affecting the system. This
means the temperature measurement should not interrupt the heat flux and appreciably
increase the thermal resistance. Moreover, the heat capacity of the temperature sensors
should be as low as possible.

Platinum resistance temperature sensors (Pt1000) with a thickness of 0.9 mm were
chosen for the temperature measurement, enabling high accuracy when using four-terminal
sensing. An array of 56 sensors was soldered on a metal core-printed circuit board (PCB)
with high thermal conductivity (see Figure 12). The spots between the Pt1000 sensors
are filled with the same heat conduction foil used in the battery system. All sensors are
electrically connected with three connections to the pin headers on the side of the PCB.
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Figure 12. Metal core PCB with 56 soldered Pt1000 temperature sensors (blue). On the left and right,
pin headers were placed to easily connect the sensors to the measurement electronics by ribbon
cables.

The pin headers connect the temperature sensor array to the measurement electronics
with four connections for each sensor. A multi-sensor, high-accuracy digital temperature
measurement system from Linear Technology, model LTC 2983, is used for measuring the
temperature sensors. This measurement chip can measure different temperature sensors,
including the Pt1000. The LTC 2983 directly exports a measured voltage or resistance as a
temperature value. Since the chip does not have enough input channels for all sensors, a
combination of multiplexers successively selects all array sensors for readout. As shown in
Figure 13, one 8 × 2 analog multiplexer is used for selecting the column (x) and another
8 × 2 analog multiplexer is used for selecting the sensors’ rows (y). To correctly choose one
sensor without bypassing it through the grid of sensors, for each column i an additional
8 × 2 analog multiplexer (xi) is necessary. In case of the rows, the four-terminal sensing
ends at the first sensors with negligible influence on accuracy. This simplifies the setup
because no further multiplexers and corresponding connecting lines are needed for correct
measurements. Due to the analog multiplexer with an on-resistance of approximately
150 Ω at an operating voltage of 20 V, four-terminal sensing is indispensable.
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Figure 13. Simplified circuitry of analog multiplexers for the temperature sensor array in four-
terminal sensing. To select the column (x, green) and row (y, red) of a dark blue temperature sensor,
two 8 × 2 multiplexers are used. For the explicit selection of one temperature sensor, each column
needs an additional 8 × 2 multiplexer.

The control of the multiplexer is performed with a microcontroller board (STM32
G474RE Nucleo-64). Furthermore, the microcontroller configures the settings, does the
readout of the LTC2983, and transmits the data to a computer with a custom LabVIEW
program processing the data. Limited by the readout time of the LTC 2983, the measurement
routine takes approximately 10 s.

5.3. System Load Test

These temperature sensor arrays are placed in the battery pack. One array is placed
between two pouch cells and another at the interface of a cooling plate and a pouch cell. To
prohibit the mutual influence of the cooling plates in the system, the two plates were placed
at the distance of multiple pouch cells inside the system, assuming a similar behavior of all
pouch cells.

To better evaluate the effect of the cooling plates, a test of the battery pack with
deactivated cooling was conducted first. After discharging the battery at 1 C, a precise
temperature increase of 8 K was measured. Figure 14 confirms the expected temperature
distribution with the hottest region at the top of the pouch cell where the current collectors
are located [67]. Furthermore, a temperature gradient pointing from the middle to the
outside of the pouch cell can be seen due to the reduced convective heat dissipation in the
center. Since the four sensors on the left and right of the sensor array are not fully touching
the pouch cell, they are strongly influenced by the environment and, hence, lower the
measured temperature. Note that the temperature distribution in Figure 14 was measured
between the two pouch cells. The temperature distribution at the interface of the pouch cell
and the cooling plate reveals a slightly lower average temperature due to the additional
thermal mass of the cooling plate. Furthermore, the temperature gradient from the top to
the bottom part was lowered by the good thermal conductivity of the aluminum cooling
plate.
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Figure 14. Temperature distribution inside the battery pack between two pouch cells with deactivated
cooling after discharging with 1 C. At the start, the system had an environment temperature of 22 ◦C.

Other than lowering the average temperature of the pouch cells, the cooling plates
should homogenize the natural temperature distribution shown in Figure 14. As the
temperature distribution after discharging with 1 C in Figure 15 exhibits, the temperature
hot spot in the top and middle region of the pouch cell is almost entirely compensated.
Especially on the interface between the pouch cell and the cooling plate in Figure 15a,
there are no temperature differences over the surface within the measuring accuracy. The
temperature differences at the side between the two pouch cells are approximately 0.5 K
and, therefore, still small.
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Figure 15. Temperature distribution after discharging with 1 C and activated cooling between (a) a
pouch cell and cooling plate and (b) between two pouch cells. The water inlet is at the top left and
the ambient temperature is 22 ◦C.

Due to the heat dissipation unit of the cooling circuit, the water inlet temperature
increased compared to the ambient temperature of 22 ◦C by approximately 2 K.

The transversal temperature difference over the pouch cell can be depicted as the
difference between Figure 15a,b, which is in good agreement with the simulation results
shown in Figure 9a. A low surface averaged temperature difference of 0.6 K confirms the
construction of the water-cooled battery pack and enables even higher loads with a safe
and gentle operation window.
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6. Conclusions

The lumped battery model with nondestructively determined battery parameters
was successfully applied to describe a Li-ion battery electrically and hence thermally.
Limitations of the lumped battery model can be seen for high and low SOC, where the
model’s accuracy is low, especially for high currents. Moreover, it is only possible to
calculate the average heating of the battery due to the missing internal structure of the
battery. Nevertheless, the model’s accuracy is sufficient for a quantitative estimation of the
heat generation of an operated battery to configure a cooling system further.

The simulative investigation of the developed cooling system confirms sufficient
cooling of the pouch cells up to high discharge rates of 3 C. The limiting factor for higher
C-rates is the pouch cells’ low transversal thermal conductivity, which leads to insufficient
heat transfer. In contrast to other pouch cell cooling systems [36,47,68–70], we showed
that it is sufficient to cool only one side of the pouch cells under typical cycling conditions.
Therefore, the battery pack contains only half of the number of cooling plates and hence is
more compact and lightweight, increasing gravimetric and volumetric energy density and
reducing costs.

Cooling plates composed of aluminum showed excellent cooling efficiency, while an
easily scalable fabrication is possible by gluing the individual parts together. Additionally,
the high thermal conductivity of aluminum cooling plates leads to a fast homogenization
of inhomogeneous temperature distributions, which is typically observed for pouch cells.

An array of temperature sensors based on a metal-core PCB is introduced as a pow-
erful tool for the experimental evaluation of the temperature distribution inside dense
battery packs. A thin foil with printed temperature sensors connected to the developed
measurement electronics as a promising alternative to the metal core PCB to further reduce
the impact of the battery system is under research.

A comprehensive understanding is observed by comparing the experimental and
simulative investigations. The internal temperature measurement shows that in the case
of an uncooled battery pack, its temperature increases by 8 K after discharging at 1 C,
confirming the necessity of a cooling system in a dense battery pack with negligible
convective cooling. Furthermore, the temperature measurement confirmed the functionality
of the cooling system and its consistency with the simulative temperature distribution.
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